Possible Customers for your IST441 Specialty Search Engine

The list below is a possible list of customers for your specialty search engine. Others customers are possible including those from where you are working or have worked. However, your customer and topic will have to be approved by the instructor. The instructor is not a customer but will advise as needed.

Somewhat New:

Dr. Drew Wham, Teaching and Learning Technology, fcwham@gmail.com
Professor Daniel Susser, IST, susser@psu.edu
Professor Shomir Wilson, IST, shomir@psu.edu
Professor Kenneth Huang, IST, txh710@psu.edu
Professor Amulya Yadav, IST, amulya@psu.edu
Professor David Fusco, IST, dfusco@ist.psu.edu
Professor Alexander Klippel, Geography, auk23@psu.edu
Professor Sarah Stager, IST, digital ethics, sjs230@ist.psu.edu
Professor Jim Farrugia, IST, jaf6@ist.psu.edu
Professor David Hozza, IST, Security, dmb411@ist.psu.edu
Professor Becky Passonneau, CSE, NLP, rjp49@cse.psu.edu
Professor Bart Pursel, IST, education, bkp10@psu.edu
Professor Catherine Rogers, Law, car36@dsl.psu.edu
Professor Steve Ross, Law and Sports, sfr10@dsl.psu.edu

Faculty:

Many IST and CSE faculty; several other faculty from Penn State.

Penn State:

Dr. Monty Alger, InGar, Natural Gas, Monty.Alger@engr.psu.edu
Professor Ann Clemens, Music, acc13@psu.edu
Professor Timothy Simpson, Mechanical and Nuclear, tws8@psu.edu
Dr. Kyle Bowen, TLT, kbowen@psu.edu
Dr. Barton Keller Pursel, TLT, kp10@psu.edu
Dr. Jian Wu, IST, fanchyna@gmail.com
Professor Jessie Li, IST, jessieli@ist.psu.edu
Professor Zihan Zhou, IST, zzhou@ist.psu.edu
Professor Cornelia Caragea, U of North Texas, ccaragea@unt.edu
Professor John Yen, IST,
Professor Robert Collins, CSE, rcollins@cse.psu.edu
Professor David Hunter, Statistics, drh20@psu.edu
Professor Susan Brantley, Geosciences, bbrantley@essc.psu.edu
Professor Alexander Klippel, Geography, klippel@psu.edu
Professor Soundar Kumara, Industrial Engineering, skumara@psu.edu
Professor Jim Kubicki, Geosciences, kubicki@geosc.psu.edu
Professor Darla Lindberg, Architecture, darla.lindberg@psu.edu
Professor Alan MacEachren, Geography, maceachren@psu.edu
Professor Burt Monroe, Political Science, burtmonroe@psu.edu
Professor Karl Mueller, Chemistry, ktm2@psu.edu
Professor Arvind Rangaswamy, Smeal, arvindr@psu.edu

IST441 graduates:
Steve Carman, shcarman@gmail.com

Postdoc:
Dr. Jian Wu, IST (crawler for CiteSeerX) jxw394@ist.psu.edu

Graduate students:
Sagnik Choudhury, IST, szr163@ist.psu.edu
Dr. Madian Khabsa, Microsoft Research, Madian.Khabsa@microsoft.com
Dr. Zhaohui Wu, Microsoft, laowuz@gmail.com
Dr. Hung-Hsuan Chen, National Central Universitu, hhchen1105@gmail.com
Dr. Kyle Williams, Microsoft, kylemarkwilliams@gmail.com
Dr. Wenyi Zhang, Facebook, harrywy@gmail.com

Particular faculty:
Professor Ed Fox, Virginia Tech, fox@vt.edu
Professor Ingemar Cox, UCL, UK, i.cox@ucl.ac.uk
Professor Filippo Menczer, Indiana, fil@indiana.edu
Professor Stevan Harnad, Montreal & Southampton, harnad@ECS.SOTON.AC.UK
Professor Katy Borner, Indiana, katy@indiana.edu